Radiative efficiency is an important physical parameter that describes the fraction of accretion material converted to radiative energy for accretion onto massive black holes (MBHs). With the simplest Sołtan argument, the radiative efficiency of MBHs can be estimated by matching the mass density of MBHs in the local universe to the accreted mass density by MBHs during AGN/QSO phases. In this paper, we estimate the local MBH mass density through a combination of various determinations of the correlations between the masses of MBHs and the properties of MBH host galaxies, with the distribution functions of those galaxy properties. We also estimate the total energy density radiated by AGNs and QSOs by using various AGN/QSO X-ray luminosity functions in the literature. We then obtain several hundred estimates of the mean radiative efficiency of AGNs/QSOs. Under the assumption that those estimates are independent of each other and free of systematic effects, we apply the median statistics as described by Gott et al. [1] and find the mean radiative efficiency of AGNs/QSOs is ǫ = 0.105 +0.006 −0.008 , which is consistent with the canonical value ∼ 0.1. Considering that about 20% Compton-thick objects may be missed from current available X-ray surveys, the true mean radiative efficiency may be actually ∼ 0.12. 
INTRODUCTION
Radiative efficiency (ǫ) is an important physical parameter that describes the fraction of accretion material converted to radiative energy for accretion processes. For disk accretion on to a black hole (BH), the value of ǫ is directly determined by the spin of the BH, as well as the rate and geometry of the accretion flow [e.g., thin disk accretion, thick disk accretion, or advection dominated accretion flow (ADAF)]. Most QSOs may accrete via thin disk accretion and are expected to radiate at an efficiency in the range from 0.04 for retrograde disk accretion to 0.42 for prograde disk accretion onto maximally spinning massive black holes (MBHs), an order of magnitude difference in ǫ [2, 3] . Accurately estimating radiative efficiencies of QSOs is of great importance as it may help to reveal the spins and also the evolution of their central MBHs, the mode and detailed physics of the accretion flow onto the MBHs.
There are a few methods to estimate the radiative efficiency ǫ of QSOs in the literature. These methods include: (1) direct multi-wavelength continuum fitting by adopting thin disk accretion model [4] ; (2) combination of direct bolometric luminosity estimation from multi-wavelength spectra and accretion rate estimation from optical continuum fit-ting for those QSOs with MBH mass measurements [5, 6] ; (3) global constraint from connecting the local MBHs with distant AGNs/QSOs via the Sołtan argument and its variants [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Methods (1) and (2) can provide direct estimations of ǫ for many individual AGNs/QSOs, but those estimations suffer from significant uncertainties, not only because they are model dependent, but also because complete multiwavelength spectra from radio to X-ray are not available for many AGNs/QSOs. The global constraint on the radiative efficiency ǫ, obtained from the (extended) Sołtan argument, method (3), may be more accurate as it does not depend on the detailed accretion physics, though it only gives a "mean" value of ǫ.
In the past two decades, the mean radiative efficiency of AGNs/QSOs has been intensively estimated through the Sołtan argument or its variants by connecting the local MBH mass function with the luminosity function of distant AGNs/QSOs [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Currently, the AGN/QSO luminosity functions are quite accurately measured by many surveys. However, it is still difficult to directly obtain the mass function of MBHs in the local universe because the number of MBHs in galactic centers that have mass measurements is still limited (less than 100). Instead, this MBH mass function is usually estimated from the distribution of galactic properties (either σ or M * ,sph ) by using the strong correlations between the masses of MBHs and the properties of the MBH host galaxies. However, different studies obtained quite different values of this "mean" efficiency, which cover a wide range, from ∼ 0.04 to 0.3. The large uncertainties in the "mean" efficiency estimations are mainly due to the following reasons: first, the normalizations and the slopes of those correlations between MBH mass and galactic properties determined by different groups are quite different; second, there are some uncertainties in the estimates of the distribution of galactic properties; and third, there are also some uncertainties in the estimates of the AGN/QSO luminosity functions.
In this paper, we revisit the estimation of the mean radiative efficiency of AGNs/QSOs according to the simplest version of the Sołtan argument by using various determinations of the relations between the MBH mass and their host galaxy properties, the distribution of galaxy properties, and the AGN/QSO luminosity function given in the literature. We also analyze the uncertainties of those estimations. We use the median statistics, as discussed in detail in Gott et al. [1] , to get the best estimate of the mean radiation efficiency. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we estimate the local MBH mass density by using various relationships between the MBH mass and galactic properties and the distribution of galactic properties. We obtain the total energy radiated by AGNs/QSOs by using AGN/QSO X-ray luminosity functions in Section 3. In Section 4, we consider the radiative efficiencies estimated in this paper according to the MBH mass density in the local universe and the energy radiated from AGNs/QSOs. We use the median statistics to get the best estimate about the "mean" radiative efficiency of AGNs/QSOs. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
In this paper, we adopt a flat universe with H = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ω M = 0.27, and Ω Λ = 0.73, if not otherwise specified.
Mass density of MBHs in the local universe
The mass density of MBHs in the local universe (ρ •,0 ) may be estimated from the MBH mass function, i.e.,
where
is the MBH mass function at redshift z = 0. Unfortunately, the MBH mass function cannot be directly determined yet since the number of mass measurements of dormant MBHs in nearby galaxies is quite limited (< 100 [21] ). However, one may still be able to estimate the MBH mass function according to the relations between the MBH masses and the properties of their host galaxies.
Relations between the masses of MBHs and the properties of MBH host galaxies
The masses of MBHs in galactic centers are tightly correlated with the properties of their host spheroids, e.g., velocity dispersions (σ), bulge luminosity (L bulge ), or stellar mass (M * ,sph ). For details, see a recent review by Kormendy and Ho [21] . Denoting X as one of the properties of those host galaxies, e.g., σ or M * ,sph , the correlation between the MBH mass M • and X can be described as
where α and β are the normalization and the slope of the relationship,respectively, and X * is the characteristic value of X. For the M • − M * ,sph relation, X * = M * = 10 11 M ⊙ ; for the M • − σ relation, X * = σ * = 200 km s −1 . As suggested by observations, such a relation may also have an intrinsic scatter of ∆ log M • (on the order of ∼ 0.3 dex).
These relations have been studied intensively over the past two decades, and the most frequently studied ones are the M • − σ and the M • − M * ,sph relation. Table 1 lists the values of α, β, and ∆ log M • for these two relations determined by different authors in the literature. As seen from Table 1 , the normalization and the slope of each of these two relations determined by different authors are quite different, for example, the normalization of both relations can differ by a factor of up to 3 to 4; the slope varies from ∼ 4 to ∼ 5.6 for the M • − σ relation and from ∼ 0.9 to ∼ 1.9 for M • − M * ,sph relation, respectively.
In addition, it has also been proposed that the fitting form of those relations can be even more complicated than the simple power law form presented in Equation (2), e.g., Graham et al. [22] suggested that a double power law can fit the data better than a simple power law, and Saglia et al. [23] adopted a polynomial form to fit the data. These results are also listed in Table 1 . Table 1 Summary of the M • − σ and the M • − M * ,sph relationships. The last column indicates the references in which each quoted relationship is obtained. The relationships given by Graham et al. [22] are in a double power law form, with critical mass M c = 7 × 10 10 M ⊙ for the M • − M * relation and critical velocity dispersion σ c = 200 km s −1 for the M • − σ relation, respectively. Note that the normalizations listed in Table 1 have been rescaled by adjusting the Hubble constant adopted in different papers to H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 . 
If the number distribution of galaxies Φ(X) as a function of the galactic property X can be observationally determined, then the mass function of MBHs can be estimated as
where P(log M • |X), the probability distribution of log M • at a given X, is assumed to be described by a Gaussian function, i.e.,
where log M • is the mean value of log M • , which can be determined by the M • − X relation obtained from observations [see Equation (2)], and ∆ log M • is the intrinsic scatter of the relation.
Distribution function of velocity dispersion of elliptical galaxies and spheroids
Sheth et al. [29] first estimate the distribution function of velocity dispersion (VDF) of early type galaxies in the local universe according to a large sample (∼ 10 4 ) of early type galaxies observed by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), and they found that the VDF can be fitted by the Schechter function. They also estimated the VDF for late type galaxies, according to the relations between luminosity, circular velocity and velocity dispersion, and the luminosity function of late type galaxies. With these estimates, they obtained the VDF for all galaxies (all ellipticals and spheroids). Adopting similar method as that in Sheth et al. [29] , Mitchell et al. [30] and Choi et al. [31] also estimated the VDF for early type galaxies by using even larger SDSS samples, and they also obtained the VDF for all galaxies by similarly considering the contribution from late type galaxies. In a recent work, Bernardi et al. [32] and Sohn et al. [33] estimated the VDF for all galaxies directly. As shown in Table 2 , all those four estimates about the VDF for all galaxies are adopted to calculate the MBH mass density in the local universe according to Equations (1)-(4).
Stellar mass function of ellipticals and spheroids
The stellar mass function (SMF) of nearby galaxies with different morphologies have also been determined by SDSS observations [32] , and the fraction f i of i−th morphology at a given mass can then be obtained. Thus the SMF for spheroids can be derived if the bulge-to-total mass ratio (B/T ) is given, i.e.,
where M * ,sph = (B/T )M * ,tot , and φ(M * ,tot ) is the SMF for all galaxies (for a more detailed description about the derivation of the SMF of ellipticals and spheroids, see Zhang et al. [18] ). According to Weinzirl et al. [34] , the bulge-to-total mass ratio B/T for E, S0, Sa, Sb, and Scd are 1, 0.28 ± 0.02, 0.46 ± 0.05, 0.22 ± 0.08, and 0.15 ± 0.05, respectively. Li and White [35] and Moustakas et al. [36] also estimated the SMF for all galaxies, and their SMF can also be used to estimate the SMF of ellipticals and spheroids by assuming the same fraction of each morphology at a given stellar mass as that of Bernardi et al. [32] . In addition, Thanjavur et al. [37] recently directly determined the SMF of ellipticals and spheroids in the local universe. As shown in Table 3 , all those four estimates about the SMF for ellipticals and spheroids are also adopted to calculate the MBH mass density in the local universe according to Equations (1)- (4). Tables 2 and 3 list all the estimated values for the local MBH mass densities obtained through the method introduced above, by combining various M • −σ and M • − M * ,sph relations with the VDFs and SMFs, respectively. As seen from Table 2 , the difference in the MBH mass density estimates induced by adopting the M • − σ relation determined by different authors can be up to a factor of 5 − 6, which is mainly due to the difference in the normalizations of the M • − σ relation obtained by different authors. The difference in the MBH mass density estimates induced by adopting different estimates of the VDF is only about 20% to 70%, which is significantly smaller than that induced by the uncertainties in the determination of the M • − σ relation. As seen from Table 3 , the difference in the MBH mass density estimates induced by adopting the M • − M * ,sph relation determined by different authors can be as large as a factor of 15, while the difference in the MBH mass density estimates induced by adopting different SMFs determined by different authors is no more than 80%. It is clear that the largest uncertainty in the MBH mass density estimates is due to the uncertainty in the determination of the relation between the masses of MBHs and the properties of their host galaxies, especially the normalization of these relations. Table 2 The MBH mass density in the local universe (ρ •,0 ) inferred from the M • − σ relation and the σ−distribution function. The second, to sixth columns show the MBH mass densities in the local universe ρ •,0 , which are estimated by adopting the σ−distribution function presented in Sheth et al. [29] , Mitchell et al. [30] , Choi et al. [31] , Bernardi et al. [32] , and Sohn et al. [33] , respectively, as labeled in the first row. The second to eighth rows show ρ •,0 which are estimated by adopting the M • − σ relation presented in Tremaine et al. [24] , Gültekin et al. [25] , Graham et al. [22] , McConnell and Ma [28] , Kormendy and Ho [21] , Saglia et al. [23] , and Shankar et al. [26] , respectively, as listed in Table 1 According to the Sołtan argument [7, 8] , the total energy density radiated by AGNs/QSOs (E tot ) can be obtained by integrating the AGN/QSO luminosity function over the cosmic time. The AGN/QSO luminosity function determined in the hard X-ray band (XLF) is more complete than that determined in the optical band (OLF) because many AGNs/QSOs may be missed in the optical surveys due to obscurations. Therefore, XLF is favored in estimating E tot via the Sołtan argument, i.e.,
where C X ≡ L bol /L X is the bolometric correction at the X-ray band, P(C X |L X ) is the probability distribution of the bolometric correction for AGNs/QSOs with a given L X , and [32] , and Moustakas et al. [36] , and that directly determined by Thanjavur et al. [37] The XLFs of AGNs/QSOs have been frequently measured/estimated in a large redshift range according to observations by different surveys [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Most XLFs given in the literature are for the 2 − 10 keV band, but some are for a slightly different band, e.g., 2−7 keV, 2−8 keV, or 5−10 keV band. We adopt the bolometric corrections for the 2 − 10 keV band as a function of L X given by Zhang et al. [18] , which is obtained by using similar procedures as those in Hopkins et al. [47] when constructing the template spectrum, although it is fitted as a function of L X rather than L bol . For those XLFs in other X-ray bands, we convert it to the 2 − 10 keV band by assuming a canonical photon index Γ = 1.8. We extrapolate those XLFs to high redshifts and low luminosities and obtain E tot according to Equation (6), as listed in Table 4 . As seen from Table 4 , the uncertainty in the E tot estimates can be as large as a factor of 2 due to the uncertainties in the determinations of the XLFs.
Mean radiative efficiency of AGNs/QSOs
It is generally believed that MBHs in galactic centers obtain their masses mainly through the accretion in the bright AGN/QSO phases [8, 10] . Assuming that the initial masses of the seeds of MBHs are much smaller than their final masses, then the mean radiative efficiency of AGNs/QSOs is given by
where c is the speed of light. According to ρ •,0 and E tot /c 2 listed in Table 2 , 3, and 4, respectively, we can obtain the estimates of ǫ according to Equation (7 As discussed in section 2, the largest uncertainty in the estimate of the MBH mass density in the local universe is caused by the uncertainty in the determination of the normalization of the relation between the the masses of MBHs (M • ) and the properties of their host galaxies (X). Figure 1 shows the estimated ǫ on the ǫ vs. α plane (α is the normalization of the M • − X relation). As seen from Figure 1 [36] , and Thanjavur et al. [37] , respectively. The solid line in the top panel shows the mean result obtained by setting the slope of the relation β ∼ 3.7 − 5.7 and using the VDF of Bernardi et al. [32] and XLF of Ranalli et al. [46] ; while the solid line in the bottom panel represents the mean results obtained by setting the slope of the relation β ∼ 0.75−1.95, and using the using latest SMF [37] and XLF [46] . The dashed lines in both panels show the 1 − σ uncertainty of the estimates by considering the errors in both the VDF/SMF and XLF. For comparison, the values of mean efficiency obtained in the literature are also shown as grey diamonds.
As discussed above, the uncertainties in the estimates of the mean radiative efficiency (ǫ) of AGNs/QSOs are quite large, which is caused by various reasons, e.g., the uncertainties in the determinations of the relation between the MBH masses and the properties of the MBH host galaxies, in the determinations of the distribution function of galactic properties, and in the estimates of the AGN/QSO luminosity functions. In order to get a more accurate estimate of the mean radiative efficiency, we need to do some statistical analysis. Assuming that all the estimates of ǫ above are: (1) independent and (2) without systematic effects. These two assumptions are very likely to be valid as the estimates of ǫ are obtained from a number of independent measurements of the galaxy and AGN/QSO properties, and independent determinations of the relations between the masses of MBHs and the properties of the MBH host galaxies. It is naturally expected that half of the estimates are below the true value and the other half are above the true value. Therefore, we assume the median value obtained from the large number of ǫ estimates in this paper is close to the true value of ǫ (and it is the true value if the number of estimates is infinity). This type of median statistics is a powerful tool to deal with a large number of measurements with substantial uncertainties, which has been demonstrated to be extremely useful by Gott et al. [1] , e.g., in analyzing the measurements of the Hubble constant and others. For those estimated ǫ, we rank them as ǫ i by value such that ǫ j > ǫ i if j > i. Then the true value of the median lies in between ǫ i and ǫ i+1 with a probability of
According to Equation (8), we obtain the true probability distribution of the median of the estimated ǫ. Figure 2 shows both the number distribution of the estimated value of the mean radiative efficiency ǫ (top panel) and the probability distributions of the median value of all the estimated ǫ (middle panel). The red dashed, blue dotted, and black solid histograms in both the two panels show results for ǫ estimated by using the M • − σ relation, the M • − M * ,sph relation, and all estimated ǫ, respectively. As seen from Figure 2 , the probability distributions of the median ǫ in the middle panel are much narrower than the number distributions of ǫ shown in the top panel. According to the probability distributions of the median value of all the estimated ǫ, we find that the median ǫ is 0.095 [26] . They found that the nearby galaxy sample with MBH mass measurements could be biased from that of the SDSS samples, and the SDSS galaxies have significant higher σ than local galaxies with similar stellar mass, as also noted earlier by Yu and Tremaine [8] and Tundo et al. [48] . We therefore repeat the statistical analysis but only for the efficiencies inferred from M • − σ/M * ,sph relation of Shankar et al. [26] . The likelihood distribution is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2 Note that a fraction of Compton-thick AGNs/QSOs may be still missed from the surveys in the hard X-ray band (∼ 2 − 10 keV) [49] . The fraction of the missed Comptonthick AGNs/QSOs could be ∼ 20% of the total AGN/QSO population [49] . If this is true, then the total energy radiated from AGNs/QSOs over the cosmic time (E tot ) may be underestimated by 20% in the above analysis, which would lead to an underestimation of the mean radiative efficiency by ∼ 20%. The inclusion of those Compton-thick objects may increase the estimated value of the mean radiative efficiency to ∼ 0.12.
According to the mean radiative efficiency of AGNs/QSOs estimated in this paper (ǫ = 0.105 or ∼ 0.12 by assuming a fraction of ∼ 20% Compton-thick objects), which corresponds to an effective spin of those MBHs a ∼ 0.71 (or 0.80) if assuming all MBHs in AGNs/QSOs accreting material via the standard thin disk. If only adopting those estimates of ǫ by using the M • − σ/M * ,sph relation of Shankar et al. [26] , then mean radiative efficiency is ∼ 0.295, which would correspond to an effective spin of those MBHs a 0.99 by further considering the contribution from the missed Compton-thick AGNs/QSOs.
Currently there are about two dozens of MBHs in low redshift AGNs/QSOs that have spin measurements according to the Fe Kα line detections [50, 51] . Those MBHs all have intermediate to extremely high spins, i.e., a ∼ 0.4 − 1. Those measurements may be still not conclusive, but they seem to be consistent with our estimates about the mean radiative efficiency for the whole population of AGNs/QSOs in this paper. We also note that the radiative efficiency of individual SDSS QSOs has also been estimated by Wu et al. [6] , in which the efficiency is estimated by using the bolometric luminosity estimated from multi-wavelength spectra and the accretion rate estimated by fitting the continuum spectra to specific disk accretion model. Wu et al. [6] obtained the mean efficiency of the SDSS QSOs to be about 0.11 − 0.16, which is also consistent with the global constraint on the mean radiative efficiency of whole population of AGNs/QSOs obtained in the present paper.
Conclusions
The mean radiative efficiency of accretion onto massive black holes (MBHs) in AGNs and QSOs can be estimated by using the Sołtan argument, by matching the mass density of MBHs in the local universe to the accreted mass density by MBHs during AGN/QSO phases. In this paper, we estimate the local MBH mass density through a combination of various determinations of the correlations between the masses of MBHs and the properties of MBH host galaxies, with the distribution functions of those galaxy properties. We also estimate the total energy density radiated by AGNs and QSOs by using various AGN/QSO X-ray luminosity functions in the literature. We obtain several hundred estimates of the mean radiative efficiency of AGNs/QSOs. Under the assumption that all those estimates are independent of each other and free of systematic effects, we apply the median statistics as described by Gott et al. [1] and find the mean radiative efficiency of AGNs/QSOs is 0.095 +0.006 −0.007 . Considering that roughly 20% Compton-thick objects may be missed from current available X-ray surveys, the mean radiative efficiency may be as high as ∼ 0.11. However, the efficiency estimated by using the M • − M * ,sph relation may be biased. If only those estimates of the efficiency by using the M • − σ relation are used, then we find the mean radiative efficiency of AGNs/QSOs is 0.105 +0.006 −0.008 , which is consistent with the canonical value ∼ 0.1. Considering the correction due to those Compton-thick objects, the true mean radiative efficiency may be ∼ 0.12.
